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ABSTRACT 

 

Since the seminal work of Fama (1965), many researchers have found that the actual distribution of 

stock returns, for the USA market, is significantly non-normal. Our study is focusing on the 

examining stock returns predictability for the Hellenic market given some macroeconomic 

variables. The objective is to use the given information set to reach an optimal way for forecasting. 

Hence, two basic models for forecasting are examined; a multivariable OLS regression approach 

and a non-parametric neural network approach and we compare them, based on the minimum 

forecasted error. Then, the approach that gives the minimum forecasting error is selected. The 

results indicated that better forecasting approach between the selected two ones is the neural 

network regression, since it has the smaller mean absolute percent error.  

     

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

ince the seminal work of Fama (1965), many researchers have found that the actual distribution of stock 

returns, for the USA market, is significantly non-normal. [Hsu et al (1974), Hagerman (1978), Lau at al. 

(1990), Kim and Kon (1994)]. Their results indicated that the distribution of stock returns is leptokurtic 

(higher kurtosis than the normal distribution), skewed either to the left (negative skewness) or to the right (positive 

skewness) and that the variance of the distribution is not constant over time, as the normal distribution requires and 

many conventional econometric models as well.  

 

Lo and MacKinlay (1988) claimed that stock prices did not follow random walks and provided evidence that 

stock returns were to some extent predictable. For the US markets, several studies examined the cross-sectional 

relationship between stock returns and fundamental variables. The variables earnings, cash flows, book to market ratio 

and size have been found to have some predictive power regarding stock returns. [Basu (1997), Fama and French 

(1992) and Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994)]. Other studies found that macroeconomic variables have some 

power to predict stock returns,, such as short-term interest rates, expected inflation, divided yields, yield spreads 

between long and short term government bonds, lagged stock price to earnings ratios, lagged returns, changes in 

aggregate production, the risk premium, the slope of the term structure and others. [Fama and Schwert (1977), Chen, 

Roll and Ross (1986), Campbell (1987) and Fama and French (1988a, b)]. 

 

Our study is focusing on the examining stock returns predictability for the Hellenic market given some 

macroeconomic variables. The objective is to use the given information set to reach an optimal way for forecasting. 

Hence, two basic models for forecasting are examined; a multivariable OLS regression approach and a non-parametric 

neural network approach and we compare them, based on the minimum forecasted error. Then, the approach that gives 

the minimum forecasting error is selected. This study will be also useful for practitioners and financial analysts, since 

they could rely on the accurate prediction of the stock prices to determine their trading practices.  
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In order to achieve our objective, the study is structured as follows: The next section discusses the literature 

on stock prices predictability. The third section contains a description of the data and the two methodologies. The 

fourth section discusses the results. The final section presents the summary and concluding remarks. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In the international literature regarding forecasting of stock market prices there is a variety of models. 

Coother (1962), Osborne (1959, 1962) applied first simple linear autoregressive models. Peters (1989), Hiemstra and 

Kramer (1995) applied first more sophisticated non-linear dynamic models. 

 

Akgiray (1989) found evidence about the temporal behavior of stock market returns. He applied GARCH 

(1,1) models (generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) and found that time series of daily stock 

returns exhibit significant levels of second-order dependence, hence they could not be modeled as linear white-noise 

processes. Also, he found that these models fit the data satisfactorily, since conditional heteroscedastic processes 

allowed for autocorrelation between the first and second moments of the returns‟ distribution over time. He 

recommended future research to focus on general nonlinear models, which would allow for dependence in higher 

order moments. 

 

Corhay and Tourani (1994) tried to investigate the effectiveness of the GARCH models in analyzing daily 

stock returns behavior. Specifically they investigated stock price behavior in five European countries, which were 

smaller and thinner than the American stock markets. The countries were France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and 

the United Kingdom. Their results verified that the daily stock returns were not normally distributed; instead they 

were leptokurtic and skewed negatively. Moreover, based on the results, conditional heteroskedasticity was a prime 

feature of daily returns behavior of the above five market indices. The GARCH-t (1, 1), in other words a GARCH 

model with conditional errors that are t-distributed, fits the data best. 

 

Leung, Daouk and Chen (2000) evaluated the efficacy of several models in forecasting the stock prices or 

returns for the US, the UK and the Japanese markets, for the period 1967-1995. They used linear discriminate 

analysis, logia, probit and probabilistic neural network on one side (classification models), and exponential smoothing 

multivariate transfer function, vector auto regression with Kalman filter, and multilagered feed forward neural 

network on the other side (estimation models). They used macroeconomic variables as the predictors, such as the 

interest rates, the consumer price index, the industrial production and lagged returns. Their results indicated that the 

selected classification models had superior forecasting performance than the estimation models.  

 

Basci, Basci and Muradoglu (2003) examined weekly national index returns for 21 world markets (16 

emerging and 5 developed stock markets), for the period 1989-1998. The data was obtained from DataStream. The 

models used were a non-linear time series model and a third order polynomial autoregressive model PAR (3, 1) on 

lagged returns, coupled with GARCH (1,1) residuals. They wanted to select a suitable model for each of the countries. 

They found that the PAR (3, 1) model fitted well in 13 of the 16 emerging models and in 3 of the 5 developed ones. 

Also, that the return forecasts from the estimated PAR (3, 1) model for each of the 21 markets exceeded the forecast 

from their AR (1) counterparts. 

 

Regarding the Hellenic market there have been a few studies that examine the stock price behavior in the 

Athens Stock Exchange (ASE). According to Koutmos, Negakis and Theodossiou (1993) the stock prices on the ASE 

exhibit a stochastic behavior since there exist first and second order dependencies in the return series. They applied 

the EGARCH-M model, which appeared to explain well the return generating process and the first –and second– order 

dependencies in the returns‟ distribution. The authors also found evidence that past returns influenced current returns, 

both when returns were measured in US dollars and in the local currency. 

 

Niarchos and Alexakis (1998) investigated whether it was possible to predict stock price changes or returns 

in the ASE under the assumption of a constant equilibrium return. They constructed a sample of 14 pairs of common 

and preferred stocks based on the most active stocks listed in the ASE, for the period 1991 to 1994. They found that 

there are factors other than news, which influence the price behavior of stocks. 
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Papachristou (1999) found also that market returns in the ASE exhibit first-order serial correlation. 

Barkoulas, Bawn and Travlos (2000) examined the presence of long memory in stock returns in the ASE. They 

applied spectral regression methodology (ARFIMA) from 1981 to 1990 and compared its forecasting performance to 

that of benchmark linear models. The former methodology resulted in greater forecasting accuracy compared to 

random walk forecasts. Kavussanos and Dockery (2001) examined the efficiency of the Hellenic stock market and 

found that the ASE is informational inefficient. In other words, past stock prices contain some information about 

future prices.  

 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 

A plethora of environmental variables are used in the present study to determine the returns of the Hellenic 

stock exchange. For the estimation of the returns are preferred the closing prices of the General Index of the Athens 

Stock Exchange (ASE). The period under examination is about two years, from the 26
th

 of March 2002 till the 29
th

 of 

June 2004. The total number of observations is 485 daily returns.  

 

In order to examine the relationship between stock returns and environmental variables, the annual stock 

returns are regressed on the selected variables. The dependent variable is the return of the General Index. A set of nine 

independent variables is used in the regression equation. These variables are presented in Table 1. 

 

 
Table 1: Independent Variables, Predictors of Stock Returns 

€/$ Exchange rate 

One lag return of DJ Industrial 

One lag return of General Index 

One year rate of Euribor 

Percent change of the price of gold 

Closing price of Brent oil in dollars 

Percent change of three year bond 

Percent change of ten year bond 

Trading volume of ASE (in natural logarithms) 

 

 

 The source of this study‟s data is the site of the newspaper “Naftemporiki”, www.naftemporiki.gr.What is 

important here is to examine the sign of each of these variables and its statistical significance. Beyond the regression 

analysis with the classical ordinary least square (OLS) method, a more contemporary neural network approach, called 

also neural network regression (NNR) will be employed.  

 

A neural network system (NNS) is a computer program that estimates the physical neural process by which 

human learning and intuition operate. There are no preexisting rules or structures in the system, but it learns by trial 

and error. There exists a training procedure which is exposed to correct input/output information sets, repeatedly and 

the neural network system learns the form of the relationship among the inputs and the outputs. Then there is an 

examination procedure or step, where the neural system is tested, to investigate how well the data fit the model. 

Finally, the third step is the testing of the relationships between the inputs and the outputs. [Hawley, Johnson and 

Raina (1990)]. The neural network system, which is occupied by this study, is called „Pathfinder‟. Neural networks 

use a set of processing nodes. These processing nodes are interconnected in a network that can then identify patterns 

in data as it is exposed to the data. Using back propagation a neural network learns through an iterative procedure. The 

network is repeatedly shown examples of the data to learn and makes adjustments to the weights go that it fits the 

model better. This process is repeated thousands of times. Three data sets are needed to perform a neural network 

analysis. The three data sets are the training set, the test set and the validation set. The neural network in order to learn 

the problem uses the training set. The test set is used during training to monitor the learning performance. The 

validation set is used after training as a final check to determine how well the model performs.  

 

Neural networks have been proposed as an alternative to traditional statistical forecasting approaches and 

often perform better than these methods. Their main advantage is that they are model-free universal functions which 

http://www.naftemporiki.gr/
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approximate that defect non-linear relationship very well. However, they suffer from the “black box” problem and for 

over fitting the data. The “black box” is the hidden layer in the process that gives the weights to the variables that is 

not clear about the functional relationship [Tenti (1996)].       

 

The sample of the present study is comprised by 485 daily returns; hence, 300 observations will be employed 

for the first set, 70 for the second set and 115 for the third set. Next, the predicted values extracted by the latter set will 

be compared with the actual values of the daily returns. Next, the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of the 

predicted values will be computed using the following formula: 

 

                         MAPE=



n

i

i

ii

N

R

PR

1

*100,    Ri, N≠0                                      (1)      

 

where Ri is the real value, Pi is the predicted value and N is the number of observations.  

 

In order to compare the MAPE of a neural network regression to the MAPE of an OLS regression, 370 

observations (300 from the training set and 70 from the test set) are used to create a multi-regression model. The 

endogenous variable of this model as mentioned above will be the daily return of the General Index and the exogenous 

variables will be the nine independent variables that are reported in Table 1. In the next step, the MAPE will be 

computed in the same way. Last, the MAPE of the OLS regression and the MAPE of the neural network regression 

will be compared to each other. The lower (higher) value of the MAPE indicates the better (worse) fit of the model.     

 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

Table 2 illustrates the values of the OLS coefficients, their t statistics and the corresponding P- values of the t 

statistics.     

 

 
Table 2 OLS Coefficients 

Variables Coefficients t- statistics P-values 

Constant -4.907 -1.99** 0.048 

€/$ Exchange rate 1.476 0.99 0.323 

One lag return of DJ Industrial  0.17309 3.97*** 0.000 

One lag return of General Index  0.00288 0.06 0.965 

One year rate of Euribor 0.0404 0.18 0.859 

Percent change of the price of gold -0.19189 -3.05*** 0.002 

Closing price of Brent oil in dollars -0.06395 -2.44** 0.015 

Percent change of three year bond -0.2696 -1.25 0.212 

Percent change of ten year bond -0.3879 2.64*** 0.009 

Trading volume of ASE (in natural logarithms) 0.4406 2.83*** 0.005 

Cor (Ri,Pi)= 0.228 N=370 R2=19.7% F=9.8*** 

 

 

First, it is essential to examine the signs of the coefficients estimates. A positive sign of the €/$ exchange rate 

implies that a stronger Euro enhances the Hellenic stock market as a strong Euro is an omen that the economy of 

Europe is healthy. On the other hand, a higher €/$ exchange rate makes the Euro more expensive relatively to the 

dollar. As a result, investors that obtain dollars are less likely to invest in European stock exchanges. The coefficient 

of the sample is positive (1.476) but not statistical significant. 

 

The coefficient of one lag return of the Dow Jones Industrial Index is positive and statistically significant at 

the 1% significance level. This implies that previous day‟s performance of the US stock exchange influences towards 

the same direction the Hellenic Stock market. Previous day‟s return of the General Index is not statistically significant 
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implying that one day‟s return does not influence the following day. Bank interest rate measured by the one-year rate 

of Euribor is not statistically significant as well.  

 

As it was expected, there is an inverse relationship between the percentage change of the price of gold and 

the performance of the General Index. This connection is statistically significant even at the 1% level of significance. 

This contrary direction between the two variables is consistent with the economic theory, since gold is an alternative 

investment to stocks and the former (latter) is preferred in periods of economic uncertainty (certainty).  

 

Moreover, the closing price of Brent oil in dollars pressures towards the inverse direction the return of the 

Hellenic stock exchange. This is reasonable as a higher price of oil is a sign or/and a source of economic instability 

that drives crisis into stock exchanges. Oil price‟s coefficient is statistically different from zero at the 5% significant 

level. The percentage changes of three year and ten-year bonds present negative coefficients but only the latter is 

statistically significant at the 1% significance level. Similar to the case of gold, bonds are a safer investment and an 

alternative option to the more risky stocks. So, it is expected to be a negative relationship between bonds‟ prices and 

stock exchanges‟ returns. The trading volume affects positively the daily return of the General Index. This direct 

relationship is statistically different from zero at the 1% level of significance.  

 

The coefficient of correlation between real prices and predicted prices is ρ=0.228. This figure implies a 

positive but weak correlation between the two variables. The coefficient of determination R
2
 is equal to 19.7%. This 

value states that the regression model explains the 19.7% of the regression between the independent variables and the 

dependent variable. The F statistic is employed to test the null hypothesis that all the coefficients of the regression 

model are not statistically significant. The value of the F statistic is 9.8 (corresponding P value=0.000). This means 

that the null hypothesis is rejected for every level of significance.  

 

Furthermore, in addition to the traditional OLS regression approach, a neural network non-parametric 

approach is employed for the estimation of the General Index‟ returns. From the total number of 485 observations, 

300 are used for the training set, 70 for the test set and 115 for the validation set. Neural networks software supplies 

corresponding predicted values for the observations of the validation set and the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) 

of the predicted values. The value of the NNR MAPE may be compared with the value of the OLS MAPE. For the 

estimation of the OLS MAPE 370 observations (the sum of training set and test set) are employed to estimate the 

coefficients of variables as described in the previous section. Table 3 illustrates the OLS MAPE and the NNR MAPE. 

 

 
Table 3 OLS MAPE and NNS MAPE 

OLS MAPE OLS MAPE* NNS MAPE NNS MAPE* 

1666.3 1083.2 135.6 97.2 

Note→ * Excluding 5% of extreme values 

 

 

Results in Table 3 show that the NNR offers better-fitted results than the OLS method. The NNR MAPE 

(135.6) is significantly lower than the OLS MAPE (1666.3). This relationship is still stable even when the 5% of the 

extreme values (of absolute percent errors) are excluded from the sample. The coefficient of correlation between 

predicted and actual prices is 0.345 for the case of NNR. This figure is considerably higher than the coefficient of 

correlation between predicted and actual values for the case of OLS, which is 0.228.  

 

As a result, academic researchers and practitioners for the prediction of stock indices forecasting shall prefer 

NNR. However, the MAPE of NNR even after the exclusion of the 5% of extreme values remains pretty high 

implying that there is room for the choice of a more appropriate set of independent variables. This is a task of a future 

research.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study tried to compare two approaches, one parametric, OLS regression and one non-parametric, neural 

networks regression (NNR), in forecasting daily stock returns in the ASE, for the period March 2002 to June 2004. 

The results indicated that the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of the predicted values (stock returns) for the NNR 

was smaller than the equivalent indicator of the OLS approach. Hence, academic researchers and practitioners for the 

prediction of stock indices forecasting could be advised to prefer NNR. However, the MAPE of NNR even after the 

exclusion of the 5% of extreme values remains pretty high implying that might be a more appropriate set of 

independent variables for predicting stock returns. Furthermore, the NNR approach should be compared to several 

GARCH models for testing which is the most appropriate one. This, however, is the scope of a future research.   
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